“A Formula 1 car at Silverstone, it was pretty special...”
Alex Lynn – Formula 1 Silverstone Test
London, July 13, 2016 It’s funny how things work out. Just as I was putting
the finishing touches to my last blog on Sunday, less than half an hour after
the chequered flag fell on the British Grand Prix, Claire Williams told me that
she wanted me to drive for Williams Martini Racing on the first day of the
Formula 1 test at Silverstone. It wasn’t exactly the most joyful blog as we’d
just finished a bad weekend in the GP2 Series, so the thought of driving the
Williams-Mercedes FW38 for a day at Silverstone was just the lift I needed.
Claire certainly gave me a bit of cheer for the day!
I have to say that even just the experience of driving the car, and putting it on
the limit straight away in the morning, it made me feel really good. The FW38
gave me a lot of confidence to attack the corners at Silverstone and push the
car.
We had a bit of aerodynamic work planned for the morning and we did that.
Then I had four runs on the medium compound of Pirelli tyres, working
through a load of tyre analysis. I was given runs of eight laps, pushing every
lap. It wasn’t all about performance because we were working on set-ups and
testing some new components, so I was quite happy with the lap times and
the performance I gave. I ended up third quickest, behind Fernando Alonso in
the McLaren and Esteban Ocon in the Mercedes. It was really productive and
the team were very happy.
Then the Silverstone weather did its best and the rain began to fall before the
afternoon session. We had a wet programme lined up in case of this anyway,
but it’s a shame because we missed the chance to get a proper performance
run. You have to love British rain: at first it wasn’t wet enough for full-wet tyres
and then it was a bit too dry for intermediates…but the whole day was still an
awesome experience.
Obviously I’d tested for the team twice at Barcelona, but this was the first time
I’d driven an F1 car at Silverstone. That’s something to tick off, isn’t it? A
Formula 1 car at Silverstone… It was pretty special, particularly going through
the new Turn 1, plus Copse, Maggotts, Becketts and Stowe. I really can’t
thank the team enough for giving me the opportunity.
Well, hopefully I did that in a way by putting in a good performance. I think I
did a good job, and the people at the team said they were happy with how the

day had gone. And I hope I’ve given them some good feedback and it can
help them in the upcoming races.
So then I handed over to Valtteri Bottas for the second day, and for me it’s
time to start preparing with DAMS for next week’s GP2 round at the
Hungaroring. I’ll be going down to the team’s base at Le Mans in three or four
days to start work on fighting back strongly.
Ends
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